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whether you derive your paycheck from a local church or from the profit of a business one thing is clear leaders are in high demand and
leaders with godly character and excellence are an even rarer find dutch sheets and chris jackson leaders like you are in high demand
the success of the ceo or senior pastor depends on people just like you churches and businesses are looking for people just like you you
are a person of integrity your life is an example to all around you your relationship with god has given you strength patience and
trustworthiness you are satisfied where god has placed you and you work with all your heart at the task he has placed in your care
second in command is written to strengthen those in the position of right hand man for some being number two is a training ground for
an eventual promotion into top leadership but for others it is a calling whether you pastor a church or are a marketplace minister second
in command teaches you how to become a next generation leader of excellence this book is the best encouragement you can get to give
you the confidence and faith to function up to your fullest potential where god has placed you trusting the future to him who calls and
anoints and sends into new arenas of service why do some departments divisions and organizations soar while others struggle watching
another team achieve the success you feel yours more rightfully deserves can be incredibly frustrating however they might have
something you don t seconds in command given how many seconds in command exist in the workforce it is stunning that there are so few
books about them organizations can and often do have more than one 2ic large ones may have hundreds kp powers focuses on essential
skills that individuals in these positions already possess and can enhance to become an organization s key to achieving phenomenal
success this book introduces the groundbreaking concept of linking multiple 2ics to form a second in command chain this game changing
technique increases the positive impact that 2ics can have on organizational and leader success in today s world leaders no longer have
the luxury of hiring more people to keep up with a growing workload the labor shortage and the need to cut costs because of looming
economic issues make that impractical it makes more sense to consider a new organizational framework that includes 2ics thus
multiplying existing team members contributions this is especially critical in highly regulated fields such as higher education finance and
health care where the stakes and penalties are high and unforgiving second in command first in excellence invites readers to think
differently about this critical role geared toward leaders who have or want a 2ic as well as 2ics themselves this book both demonstrates
the value of the 2ic position and serves as a tool for professional development leading from the second chariot often people have the
mentality that second place means second clas but author billy hornsby shows readers th this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as
most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
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the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work
may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains
as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this book aims to furnish a history of the origins and development of
soviet military leadership together with a survey of its relations with the communist party and the governmental apparatus within the
chronological limits of the first attempts to organise the red army and a military command this book is part of a quest for a general
theory of organizations valid in all cultures central to frank salter s investigation is the question of social power why people obey their
superiors his approach is to locate the nature of organizational power in the behavioral details of hierarchical interactions in the
institutional settings in which they occur salter begins by noting the extensive research that points to hierarchy as being a necessary
component of organization and proceeds to an analysis rendered in universals of primary emotions and behaviors of dominance and
affiliation the first five chapters are theoretical the last seven empirical he reviews the social science literature showing the place of
ethological methods and concepts then aspects of the evolution and physiology of dominance and affiliation salter then introduces the
emotional underpinnings of dominance and affiliation and applies these concepts in a summary of the literature on interpersonal
signaling he describes the methods used drawing parallels with classical ethology anthropology and sociology the empirical section
begins with a short chapter examining the simple commands given in a military parade chapter 7 analyses nightclub doormen s use of
dominance in dealing with troublesome patrons chapter 8 describes the giving and receiving of commands in artistic rehearsals and
finds generally soft appeased commands chapters 9 and 10 analyze courts and meetings respectively finding both blunt and softened
commands chapter 11 reports preliminary observations of command in general government bureaucracy a setting which combines many
organizational techniques in a highly articulated infrastructure the concluding chapter summarizes the data and adopts a comparative
method in searching for relationships between structural variables of institutional dominance and behavioral variables of command
aggression subordinate submission and resistance and task characteristics provocative and well written emotions in command will
appeal to students and researchers in sociology anthropology and social and organizational industrial psychology frank kemp salter is an
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australian political scientist who has been a researcher with the max planck society andechs germany since 1991 and is author of on
genetic interests which is published by transaction based on a tip from cia agent bradley upton the shadow squadron rushes to yemen in
an attempt to apprehend an elusive iraqi explosives expert but when the mission goes wrong ryan cross finds himself alone face to face
with the iraqi and confronting the truth about the cia agent after proving himself as a formidable cavalry commander marcus antonius
finally earns a position at his kinsman julius caesar s side however caesar is an exacting general demanding complete allegiance from his
staff even when his decisions put him at odds with the senate marcus s loyalty to caesar comes at a cost and he soon finds himself
embroiled in mob violence and military mutinies as civil war brings rome s republic crashing down many a relationship is torn asunder
including marcus s marriage determined to rise triumphant in rome s new era marcus faces his fears his failures and his enemies not the
least of whom is himself amid the crisis of the ides of march marcus must don the mantle of ruthlessness to carve his own legacy in rome
s history enemies have been made wills have been read and heirs proclaimed but in rome s civil unrest blood answers only to blood many
entrepreneurs embrace the challenge of being their own boss they desire freedom both financial and temporal but often the business
consumes both time and money and ends up owning the owner in make the noise go away author larry g linne discusses thirteen
principles to help business owners reclaim their freedom written in parable style make the noise go away follows business owner jim
clancy and second in command brett giles at golden electric supply during a weekend retreat at a quiet mountain cabin the two
executives discuss the principles and strategies that make jim s noise all the worries and concerns about his business go away and allow
brett s job to be more enjoyable and successful they talk about important skills and concepts such as maintaining upward communication
setting priorities practicing effective problem solving and introducing new ideas targeted to both first and second in commands make the
noise go away provides insights on decision making skills methods to protect and nurture great ceo ideas and strategies for managing
the perception of the business by important third parties with concrete takeaways and tools for implementation this guide helps clear the
way for productivity and success for today s business executives and their seconds in command between november 1942 and may 1945
us army infantry units fought in eight named campaigns in the mediterranean theater this title follows one soldier from enlistment in
1942 through training in a replacement training center assignment to the 1st battalion 133d regiment 34th infantry division red bull and
into combat among the battles covered are fondouk pass hill 609 salerno monte cassino anzio and the fighting in the po valley a key
focus is on the heavy weapons company which consisted of two machine gun platoons and one mortar platoon the training and combat
roles of the machine gunner s military occupational specialty are discussed in detail always marked out for high rank robert laycock
came into his own when selected to raise 8 commando a new crack unit early in the second world war after training 7 8 and 11
commandos were sent to the middle east in early 1941 and all became layforce under laycock s command layforce was disbanded after
crete fell laycock took part in the abortive raid on rommel s hq as commander of the special service brigade laycock played an important
role in the sicily landings and at salerno in october 1943 he succeeded mountbatten as chief of combined operations coordinating
combined services operations and training and attending allied conferences in later life laycock became governor of malta and colonel of
the sas in this long overdue biography the author reveals the detail of this fine soldier s character and superb military record fort de
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chartres was a french fortification first built in 1720 on the east bank of the mississippi river in present day illinois it was used as an
administrative center for the province the kentucky encyclopedia s 2 000 plus entries are the work of more than five hundred writers
their subjects reflect all areas of the commonwealth and span the time from prehistoric settlement to today s headlines recording
kentuckians achievements in art architecture business education politics religion science and sports biographical sketches portray all of
kentucky s governors and u s senators as well as note congressmen and state and local politicians kentucky s impact on the national
scene is registered in the lives of such figures as carry nation henry clay louis brandeis and alben barkley the commonwealth s high
range from writers harriette arnow and jesse stuart reformers laura clay and mary breckinridge and civil rights leaders whitney young jr
and georgia powers to sports figures muhammad ali and adolph rupp and entertainers loretta lynn merle travis and the everly brothers
entries describe each county and county seat and each community with a population above 2 500 broad overview articles examine such
topics as agriculture segregation transportation literature and folklife frequently misunderstood aspects of kentucky s history and
culture are clarified and popular misconceptions corrected the facts on such subjects as mint juleps fort knox boone s coonskin cap the
kentucky hot brown and morgan s raiders will settle many an argument for both the researcher and the more casual reader this
collection of facts and fancies about kentucky and kentuckians will be an invaluable resource the magazine of mobile warfare richmond
redeemed pioneered study of civil war petersburg the original and long out of print award winning 1981 edition conveyed an epic
narrative of crucial military operations in early autumn 1864 that had gone unrecognized for more than 100 years readers will rejoice
that richard j sommersÕs masterpiece in a revised sesquicentennial edition is once again available this monumental study focuses on
grantÕs fifth offensive september 29 Ð october 2 1864 primarily the battles of chaffinÕs bluff fort harrison and poplar spring church
peeblesÕ farm the union attack north of the james river at chaffinÕs bluff broke through richmondÕs defenses and gave federals their
greatest opportunity to capture the confederate capital the corresponding fighting outside petersburg at poplar spring church so
threatened southern supply lines that general lee considered abandoning his petersburg rail center six months before actually doing so
yet hard fighting and skillful generalship saved both cities this book provides thrilling narrative of opportunities gained and lost of
courageous attack and desperate defense of incredible bravery by union and confederate soldiers from 28 states maine to texas fierce
fighting by four black brigades earned their soldiers thirteen medals of honor and marked chaffinÕs bluff as the biggest bloodiest battle
for blacks in the whole civil war in addition to his focused tactical lens dr sommers offers rich analysis of the generalship of ulysses s
grant robert e lee and their senior subordinates benjamin butler george g meade richard s ewell and a p hill the richly layered prose of
richmond redeemed undergirded by thousands of manuscript and printed primary accounts from more than 100 archives has been
enhanced for this sesquicentennial edition with new research new writing and most of all new thinking teaching future strategic leaders
of american and allied armed forces in the army war college conversing with fellow civil war scholars addressing civil war audiences
across the nation and reflecting on prior assessments over the last 33 years have stimulated in the author new perspectives and new
insights he has interwoven them throughout the book his new analysis brings new dimensions to this new edition dr sommers was widely
praised for his achievement in addition to being a selection of the history book club the national historical society awarded him the bell
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wiley prize as the best civil war book for 1981 82 reviewers hailed it as Òa book that still towers among civil war campaign studiesÓ and
Òa model tactical study that takes on deeper meaning without sacrificing the human drama and horror of combat Ó complete with maps
photos a full bibliography and index richmond redeemed is modeled for a new generation of readers enthusiasts and civil war buffs and
scholars all of whom will welcome and benefit from exploring how 150 years ago richmond was redeemed the battle of petersburg was
the culmination of the virginia overland campaign which pitted the army of the potomac led by ulysses s grant and george gordon meade
against robert e lee s army of northern virginia in spite of having outmaneuvered lee after three days of battle in which the confederates
at petersburg were severely outnumbered union forces failed to take the city and their final futile attack on the fourth day only added to
already staggering casualties by holding petersburg against great odds the confederacy arguably won its last great strategic victory of
the civil war in the battle of petersburg june 15 18 1864 sean michael chick takes an in depth look at an important battle often
overlooked by historians and offers a new perspective on why the army of the potomac s leadership from grant down to his corps
commanders could not win a battle in which they held colossal advantages he also discusses the battle s wider context including politics
memory and battlefield preservation highlights include the role played by african american soldiers on the first day and a detailed
retelling of the famed attack of the first maine heavy artillery which lost more men than any other civil war regiment in a single battle in
addition the book has a fresh and nuanced interpretation of the generalships of grant meade lee p g t beauregard and william farrar
smith during this critical battle you ve experienced the shiny point and click surface of your linux computer now dive below and explore
its depths with the power of the command line the linux command line takes you from your very first terminal keystrokes to writing full
programs in bash the most popular linux shell or command line along the way you ll learn the timeless skills handed down by generations
of experienced mouse shunning gurus file navigation environment configuration command chaining pattern matching with regular
expressions and more in addition to that practical knowledge author william shotts reveals the philosophy behind these tools and the rich
heritage that your desktop linux machine has inherited from unix supercomputers of yore as you make your way through the book s short
easily digestible chapters you ll learn how to create and delete files directories and symlinks administer your system including
networking package installation and process management use standard input and output redirection and pipelines edit files with vi the
world s most popular text editor write shell scripts to automate common or boring tasks slice and dice text files with cut paste grep
patch and sed once you overcome your initial shell shock you ll find that the command line is a natural and expressive way to
communicate with your computer just don t be surprised if your mouse starts to gather dust this work focuses on divine command and in
particular the theory that what makes something obligatory is that god commands it and what makes something wrong is that god
commands us not to do it focusing on the abrahamic faiths eminent scholar john e hare explains that two experiences have had to be
integrated the first is that god tells us to do something or not to do something the second is that we have to work out ourselves what to
do and what not to do the difficulty has come in establishing the proper relation between them in christian reflection on this two main
traditions have emerged divine command theory and natural law theory hare successfully defends a version of divine command theory
but also shows that there is considerable overlap with some versions of natural law theory he engages with a number of christian
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theologians particularly karl barth and extends into a discussion of divine command within judaism and islam the work concludes by
examining recent work in evolutionary psychology and argues that thinking of our moral obligations as produced by divine command
offers us some help in seeing how a moral conscience could develop in a way that is evolutionarily stable that the end of the cold war has
resulted in a massive sea change in europe s security environment is a fact notwithstanding the dissolution of the soviet union and the
warsaw pact the north atlantic treaty organization nato appears to be as politically active and institutionally viable if not more so than it
was before autumn 1989 since 1990 the nato alliance has undertaken major reform initiatives that prepared it for the emerging
european security landscape for instance at the london summit of july 1990 the alliance declared an end of the cold war at the rome
summit november 1991 nato released the alliance s new strategic concept to be implemented by the alliance more recently at the
january 1994 brussels summit the heads of government and state announced inter alia the creation of the partnership for peace program
and approved the concept for the subsequent creation of alliance combined joint task forces cjtfs hence contrary to the views of some
critics the alliance has clearly demonstrated its intent to reform itself to meet the challenges of the new european security system
drawing on newly accessible archives as well as memoirs and other sources this biographical dictionary documents the lives of some two
thousand notable figures in twentieth century central and eastern europe a unique compendium of information that is not currently
available in any other single resource the dictionary provides concise profiles of the region s most important historical and cultural
actors from ivo andric to king zog coverage includes albania belarus the czech and slovak republics hungary estonia latvia lithuania
poland romania and moldova ukraine and the countries that made up yugoslavia the linux command line beginner s guide gives users
new to linux an introduction to the command line environment in the guide you ll learn how to copy move and delete files and directories
create delete and manage users create delete and manage groups use virtual terminals use the bash shell safely use the root account
with su and sudo change permissions and ownership of files and directories create and edit text files from the command line without
using a graphical editor diagnose network connectivity problems and many other topics o reilly s pocket guides have earned a reputation
as inexpensive comprehensive and compact guides that have the stuff but not the fluff every page of linux pocket guide lives up to this
billing it clearly explains how to get up to speed quickly on day to day linux use once you re up and running linux pocket guide provides
an easy to use reference that you can keep by your keyboard for those times when you want a fast useful answer not hours in the man
pages linux pocket guide is organized the way you use linux by function not just alphabetically it s not the bible of linux it s a practical
and concise guide to the options and commands you need most it starts with general concepts like files and directories the shell and x
windows and then presents detailed overviews of the most essential commands with clear examples you ll learn each command s purpose
usage options location on disk and even the rpm package that installed it the linux pocket guide is tailored to fedora linux the latest spin
off of red hat linux but most of the information applies to any linux system throw in a host of valuable power user tips and a friendly and
accessible style and you ll quickly find this practical to the point book a small but mighty resource for linux users included in this
omnibus package are books 1 3 with 2 extra bonus short novellas a highly imaginative post apocalyptic series that is not your usual
dystopian read all packaged together to keep the action and adventure nonstop together these 3 books and 2 short stories have 373
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amazon reviews a highly anticipated and loved series which packs a punch and is made to devour literally reign of blood book 1 never
tease anything that wants to eat you my name is april tate and my blood is the new gold vampires and hybrids have overrun my world
once vibrant with life but now a graveyard of death shrouded in shadows i fight to survive i fight for my mother and brother the journey
is full of turns that i am quite unprepared for and i m just hoping to make it to the next vegas sunrise in a post apocalyptic world a viral
epidemic has wiped out most of the earth s population leaving behind few humans but untold numbers of mutated vampires april is a
seventeen year old girl who lives in the remains of las vegas one year after the outbreak she has become a ferocious vampire killer and
after her family is abducted she goes searching for them what she finds is a new breed of vampire unlike any she has seen before unsure
of whom she can trust she discovers that her view of the world is not as black and white as she once thought and she s willing to bend
the rules to rescue her family but in trying to save them she may only succeed in bringing her fragile world crashing down around her
disarming book 2 the world has changed one must adapt to survive or hold on to the crumbling shards of humanity april continues to
hold her fragile world together but the ties that hold her family together are quickly unraveling rumors of a massive human underground
settlement draw her to the shadows of the city once more in search of other survivors more like her even with the hybrid vampires
opposing her every move the darkness hides secrets along with the continued threat the feral vampires create but a greater evil hides
within the city something tells april that the humans will be less than welcoming of her and that s if she can find them before the
vampires do joining sides with the enemy might be the only choice she has left amplified book 3 who wants to be the prey in a world full
of hunters in the aftermath of the end of her world april tate decides that it s high time to leave the city that never sleeps las vegas after
learning the origins of a zompire plague remedy she risks her life to steal the antidote makes the decision to separate from jeremy for a
while and joins a small band of new and old comrades on a trip to the pacific coast there they search out a legendary hive of vampires
who are more than just wild blood drinking creatures they could be the very people she needs to help her on a mission to save the last of
humanity april will use the antidote to save some from eternal damnation but will her decision bring hope for the future or create an ever
bigger unforeseen devastation resonant prequel surviving is worse than death as the first days of the end of humanity tumble across the
city of las vegas in the form of an overwhelming viral infection turning almost everyone into vampire like creatures april tate will find out
what it really means to survive what does it take to make it out alive in a place where everything is but a withered echo of its former self
and death does not come willingly elijah the miel chronicles a vampires of vegas companion story these are the journeys of miel the
keeper of the journal the workings of heaven are shrouded in mystery and myth leaving us to only theorize as to what awaits us when we
pass there are those among us however that are special cases these are good people that have committed a horrendous crime such as
murder author jeffrey cox conducts a thorough and compelling investigation of the java sea campaign the first major sea battle of the
pacific war which inflicted huge costs on the allies and set the stage for japan s rout across the pacific and indian oceans few events have
ever shaken a country in the way that the japanese attack on pearl harbor affected the united states the japanese forces then continued
to overwhelm the allies attacking malaya with its fortress of singapore and taking resource rich islands in the pacific in their own
blitzkrieg offensive allied losses in these early months after america s entry into the war were great and among the most devastating
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were those suffered during the java sea campaign where a small group of americans british dutch and australians were isolated in the
far east directly in the path of the japanese onslaught it would be the first major sea battle of world war ii in the pacific an account of the
war department s principal staff agency that describes the way the members of the operations division worked together defined their
responsibilities and carried out their common aims three quarters of a century after the second world war almost all the participants are
gone this book contains interviews with and about the canadian generals who led the troops during that war edited and introduced by
one of the foremost military historians of our time this carefully curated collection brings to life the generals and their wartime
experiences the content is revealing and conversations frank peers and subordinates alike scrutinize key commanders of the war
sometimes offering praise but often passing harsh judgment we learn of their failings and successes and of the heavy weight of command
borne by all
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Second in Command 2011-07-28 whether you derive your paycheck from a local church or from the profit of a business one thing is clear
leaders are in high demand and leaders with godly character and excellence are an even rarer find dutch sheets and chris jackson
leaders like you are in high demand the success of the ceo or senior pastor depends on people just like you churches and businesses are
looking for people just like you you are a person of integrity your life is an example to all around you your relationship with god has given
you strength patience and trustworthiness you are satisfied where god has placed you and you work with all your heart at the task he
has placed in your care second in command is written to strengthen those in the position of right hand man for some being number two
is a training ground for an eventual promotion into top leadership but for others it is a calling whether you pastor a church or are a
marketplace minister second in command teaches you how to become a next generation leader of excellence this book is the best
encouragement you can get to give you the confidence and faith to function up to your fullest potential where god has placed you
trusting the future to him who calls and anoints and sends into new arenas of service
Second-in-Command (2iC), First in Excellence 2023-09-05 why do some departments divisions and organizations soar while others
struggle watching another team achieve the success you feel yours more rightfully deserves can be incredibly frustrating however they
might have something you don t seconds in command given how many seconds in command exist in the workforce it is stunning that
there are so few books about them organizations can and often do have more than one 2ic large ones may have hundreds kp powers
focuses on essential skills that individuals in these positions already possess and can enhance to become an organization s key to
achieving phenomenal success this book introduces the groundbreaking concept of linking multiple 2ics to form a second in command
chain this game changing technique increases the positive impact that 2ics can have on organizational and leader success in today s
world leaders no longer have the luxury of hiring more people to keep up with a growing workload the labor shortage and the need to
cut costs because of looming economic issues make that impractical it makes more sense to consider a new organizational framework
that includes 2ics thus multiplying existing team members contributions this is especially critical in highly regulated fields such as
higher education finance and health care where the stakes and penalties are high and unforgiving second in command first in excellence
invites readers to think differently about this critical role geared toward leaders who have or want a 2ic as well as 2ics themselves this
book both demonstrates the value of the 2ic position and serves as a tool for professional development
Second in Command 1971 leading from the second chariot often people have the mentality that second place means second clas but
author billy hornsby shows readers th
Success for the Second in Command 2005 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work
as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
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errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
Second in Command: A Comedy in Four Acts 2019-03-03 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
2ND IN COMMAND A COMEDY IN 4 A 2016-08-29 this book aims to furnish a history of the origins and development of soviet military
leadership together with a survey of its relations with the communist party and the governmental apparatus within the chronological
limits of the first attempts to organise the red army and a military command
Success for the Second in Command 2018-01-31 this book is part of a quest for a general theory of organizations valid in all cultures
central to frank salter s investigation is the question of social power why people obey their superiors his approach is to locate the nature
of organizational power in the behavioral details of hierarchical interactions in the institutional settings in which they occur salter begins
by noting the extensive research that points to hierarchy as being a necessary component of organization and proceeds to an analysis
rendered in universals of primary emotions and behaviors of dominance and affiliation the first five chapters are theoretical the last
seven empirical he reviews the social science literature showing the place of ethological methods and concepts then aspects of the
evolution and physiology of dominance and affiliation salter then introduces the emotional underpinnings of dominance and affiliation
and applies these concepts in a summary of the literature on interpersonal signaling he describes the methods used drawing parallels
with classical ethology anthropology and sociology the empirical section begins with a short chapter examining the simple commands
given in a military parade chapter 7 analyses nightclub doormen s use of dominance in dealing with troublesome patrons chapter 8
describes the giving and receiving of commands in artistic rehearsals and finds generally soft appeased commands chapters 9 and 10
analyze courts and meetings respectively finding both blunt and softened commands chapter 11 reports preliminary observations of
command in general government bureaucracy a setting which combines many organizational techniques in a highly articulated
infrastructure the concluding chapter summarizes the data and adopts a comparative method in searching for relationships between
structural variables of institutional dominance and behavioral variables of command aggression subordinate submission and resistance
and task characteristics provocative and well written emotions in command will appeal to students and researchers in sociology
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anthropology and social and organizational industrial psychology frank kemp salter is an australian political scientist who has been a
researcher with the max planck society andechs germany since 1991 and is author of on genetic interests which is published by
transaction
The Soviet High Command 2019-07-11 based on a tip from cia agent bradley upton the shadow squadron rushes to yemen in an attempt
to apprehend an elusive iraqi explosives expert but when the mission goes wrong ryan cross finds himself alone face to face with the
iraqi and confronting the truth about the cia agent
Emotions in Command 2007-11-01 after proving himself as a formidable cavalry commander marcus antonius finally earns a position
at his kinsman julius caesar s side however caesar is an exacting general demanding complete allegiance from his staff even when his
decisions put him at odds with the senate marcus s loyalty to caesar comes at a cost and he soon finds himself embroiled in mob violence
and military mutinies as civil war brings rome s republic crashing down many a relationship is torn asunder including marcus s marriage
determined to rise triumphant in rome s new era marcus faces his fears his failures and his enemies not the least of whom is himself
amid the crisis of the ides of march marcus must don the mantle of ruthlessness to carve his own legacy in rome s history enemies have
been made wills have been read and heirs proclaimed but in rome s civil unrest blood answers only to blood
Dark Agent 2014-07-01 many entrepreneurs embrace the challenge of being their own boss they desire freedom both financial and
temporal but often the business consumes both time and money and ends up owning the owner in make the noise go away author larry g
linne discusses thirteen principles to help business owners reclaim their freedom written in parable style make the noise go away follows
business owner jim clancy and second in command brett giles at golden electric supply during a weekend retreat at a quiet mountain
cabin the two executives discuss the principles and strategies that make jim s noise all the worries and concerns about his business go
away and allow brett s job to be more enjoyable and successful they talk about important skills and concepts such as maintaining upward
communication setting priorities practicing effective problem solving and introducing new ideas targeted to both first and second in
commands make the noise go away provides insights on decision making skills methods to protect and nurture great ceo ideas and
strategies for managing the perception of the business by important third parties with concrete takeaways and tools for implementation
this guide helps clear the way for productivity and success for today s business executives and their seconds in command
Antonius 2019-10-25 between november 1942 and may 1945 us army infantry units fought in eight named campaigns in the
mediterranean theater this title follows one soldier from enlistment in 1942 through training in a replacement training center
assignment to the 1st battalion 133d regiment 34th infantry division red bull and into combat among the battles covered are fondouk
pass hill 609 salerno monte cassino anzio and the fighting in the po valley a key focus is on the heavy weapons company which consisted
of two machine gun platoons and one mortar platoon the training and combat roles of the machine gunner s military occupational
specialty are discussed in detail
Make the Noise Go Away 2011-09-16 always marked out for high rank robert laycock came into his own when selected to raise 8
commando a new crack unit early in the second world war after training 7 8 and 11 commandos were sent to the middle east in early
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1941 and all became layforce under laycock s command layforce was disbanded after crete fell laycock took part in the abortive raid on
rommel s hq as commander of the special service brigade laycock played an important role in the sicily landings and at salerno in
october 1943 he succeeded mountbatten as chief of combined operations coordinating combined services operations and training and
attending allied conferences in later life laycock became governor of malta and colonel of the sas in this long overdue biography the
author reveals the detail of this fine soldier s character and superb military record
A correct narrative of the funeral of Horatio Lord Viscount Nelson, etc 1806 fort de chartres was a french fortification first built in 1720
on the east bank of the mississippi river in present day illinois it was used as an administrative center for the province
US Infantryman in World War II (2) 2012-07-20 the kentucky encyclopedia s 2 000 plus entries are the work of more than five hundred
writers their subjects reflect all areas of the commonwealth and span the time from prehistoric settlement to today s headlines recording
kentuckians achievements in art architecture business education politics religion science and sports biographical sketches portray all of
kentucky s governors and u s senators as well as note congressmen and state and local politicians kentucky s impact on the national
scene is registered in the lives of such figures as carry nation henry clay louis brandeis and alben barkley the commonwealth s high
range from writers harriette arnow and jesse stuart reformers laura clay and mary breckinridge and civil rights leaders whitney young jr
and georgia powers to sports figures muhammad ali and adolph rupp and entertainers loretta lynn merle travis and the everly brothers
entries describe each county and county seat and each community with a population above 2 500 broad overview articles examine such
topics as agriculture segregation transportation literature and folklife frequently misunderstood aspects of kentucky s history and
culture are clarified and popular misconceptions corrected the facts on such subjects as mint juleps fort knox boone s coonskin cap the
kentucky hot brown and morgan s raiders will settle many an argument for both the researcher and the more casual reader this
collection of facts and fancies about kentucky and kentuckians will be an invaluable resource
Commando General 2016-11-30 the magazine of mobile warfare
Lives of Fort de Chartres 2016-02-24 richmond redeemed pioneered study of civil war petersburg the original and long out of print
award winning 1981 edition conveyed an epic narrative of crucial military operations in early autumn 1864 that had gone unrecognized
for more than 100 years readers will rejoice that richard j sommersÕs masterpiece in a revised sesquicentennial edition is once again
available this monumental study focuses on grantÕs fifth offensive september 29 Ð october 2 1864 primarily the battles of chaffinÕs
bluff fort harrison and poplar spring church peeblesÕ farm the union attack north of the james river at chaffinÕs bluff broke through
richmondÕs defenses and gave federals their greatest opportunity to capture the confederate capital the corresponding fighting outside
petersburg at poplar spring church so threatened southern supply lines that general lee considered abandoning his petersburg rail
center six months before actually doing so yet hard fighting and skillful generalship saved both cities this book provides thrilling
narrative of opportunities gained and lost of courageous attack and desperate defense of incredible bravery by union and confederate
soldiers from 28 states maine to texas fierce fighting by four black brigades earned their soldiers thirteen medals of honor and marked
chaffinÕs bluff as the biggest bloodiest battle for blacks in the whole civil war in addition to his focused tactical lens dr sommers offers
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rich analysis of the generalship of ulysses s grant robert e lee and their senior subordinates benjamin butler george g meade richard s
ewell and a p hill the richly layered prose of richmond redeemed undergirded by thousands of manuscript and printed primary accounts
from more than 100 archives has been enhanced for this sesquicentennial edition with new research new writing and most of all new
thinking teaching future strategic leaders of american and allied armed forces in the army war college conversing with fellow civil war
scholars addressing civil war audiences across the nation and reflecting on prior assessments over the last 33 years have stimulated in
the author new perspectives and new insights he has interwoven them throughout the book his new analysis brings new dimensions to
this new edition dr sommers was widely praised for his achievement in addition to being a selection of the history book club the national
historical society awarded him the bell wiley prize as the best civil war book for 1981 82 reviewers hailed it as Òa book that still towers
among civil war campaign studiesÓ and Òa model tactical study that takes on deeper meaning without sacrificing the human drama and
horror of combat Ó complete with maps photos a full bibliography and index richmond redeemed is modeled for a new generation of
readers enthusiasts and civil war buffs and scholars all of whom will welcome and benefit from exploring how 150 years ago richmond
was redeemed
The Kentucky Encyclopedia 2014-10-17 the battle of petersburg was the culmination of the virginia overland campaign which pitted
the army of the potomac led by ulysses s grant and george gordon meade against robert e lee s army of northern virginia in spite of
having outmaneuvered lee after three days of battle in which the confederates at petersburg were severely outnumbered union forces
failed to take the city and their final futile attack on the fourth day only added to already staggering casualties by holding petersburg
against great odds the confederacy arguably won its last great strategic victory of the civil war in the battle of petersburg june 15 18
1864 sean michael chick takes an in depth look at an important battle often overlooked by historians and offers a new perspective on
why the army of the potomac s leadership from grant down to his corps commanders could not win a battle in which they held colossal
advantages he also discusses the battle s wider context including politics memory and battlefield preservation highlights include the role
played by african american soldiers on the first day and a detailed retelling of the famed attack of the first maine heavy artillery which
lost more men than any other civil war regiment in a single battle in addition the book has a fresh and nuanced interpretation of the
generalships of grant meade lee p g t beauregard and william farrar smith during this critical battle
Armor 1958 you ve experienced the shiny point and click surface of your linux computer now dive below and explore its depths with the
power of the command line the linux command line takes you from your very first terminal keystrokes to writing full programs in bash
the most popular linux shell or command line along the way you ll learn the timeless skills handed down by generations of experienced
mouse shunning gurus file navigation environment configuration command chaining pattern matching with regular expressions and
more in addition to that practical knowledge author william shotts reveals the philosophy behind these tools and the rich heritage that
your desktop linux machine has inherited from unix supercomputers of yore as you make your way through the book s short easily
digestible chapters you ll learn how to create and delete files directories and symlinks administer your system including networking
package installation and process management use standard input and output redirection and pipelines edit files with vi the world s most
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popular text editor write shell scripts to automate common or boring tasks slice and dice text files with cut paste grep patch and sed
once you overcome your initial shell shock you ll find that the command line is a natural and expressive way to communicate with your
computer just don t be surprised if your mouse starts to gather dust
Richmond Redeemed 2014-10-19 this work focuses on divine command and in particular the theory that what makes something
obligatory is that god commands it and what makes something wrong is that god commands us not to do it focusing on the abrahamic
faiths eminent scholar john e hare explains that two experiences have had to be integrated the first is that god tells us to do something
or not to do something the second is that we have to work out ourselves what to do and what not to do the difficulty has come in
establishing the proper relation between them in christian reflection on this two main traditions have emerged divine command theory
and natural law theory hare successfully defends a version of divine command theory but also shows that there is considerable overlap
with some versions of natural law theory he engages with a number of christian theologians particularly karl barth and extends into a
discussion of divine command within judaism and islam the work concludes by examining recent work in evolutionary psychology and
argues that thinking of our moral obligations as produced by divine command offers us some help in seeing how a moral conscience
could develop in a way that is evolutionarily stable
The Battle of Petersburg, June 15-18, 1864 2015-04-01 that the end of the cold war has resulted in a massive sea change in europe s
security environment is a fact notwithstanding the dissolution of the soviet union and the warsaw pact the north atlantic treaty
organization nato appears to be as politically active and institutionally viable if not more so than it was before autumn 1989 since 1990
the nato alliance has undertaken major reform initiatives that prepared it for the emerging european security landscape for instance at
the london summit of july 1990 the alliance declared an end of the cold war at the rome summit november 1991 nato released the
alliance s new strategic concept to be implemented by the alliance more recently at the january 1994 brussels summit the heads of
government and state announced inter alia the creation of the partnership for peace program and approved the concept for the
subsequent creation of alliance combined joint task forces cjtfs hence contrary to the views of some critics the alliance has clearly
demonstrated its intent to reform itself to meet the challenges of the new european security system
Annual report of the chief signal-officer, to the secretary of war 1873 drawing on newly accessible archives as well as memoirs and other
sources this biographical dictionary documents the lives of some two thousand notable figures in twentieth century central and eastern
europe a unique compendium of information that is not currently available in any other single resource the dictionary provides concise
profiles of the region s most important historical and cultural actors from ivo andric to king zog coverage includes albania belarus the
czech and slovak republics hungary estonia latvia lithuania poland romania and moldova ukraine and the countries that made up
yugoslavia
The Linux Command Line, 2nd Edition 2019-03-05 the linux command line beginner s guide gives users new to linux an introduction to
the command line environment in the guide you ll learn how to copy move and delete files and directories create delete and manage
users create delete and manage groups use virtual terminals use the bash shell safely use the root account with su and sudo change
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permissions and ownership of files and directories create and edit text files from the command line without using a graphical editor
diagnose network connectivity problems and many other topics
God's Command 2015-10-29 o reilly s pocket guides have earned a reputation as inexpensive comprehensive and compact guides that
have the stuff but not the fluff every page of linux pocket guide lives up to this billing it clearly explains how to get up to speed quickly
on day to day linux use once you re up and running linux pocket guide provides an easy to use reference that you can keep by your
keyboard for those times when you want a fast useful answer not hours in the man pages linux pocket guide is organized the way you use
linux by function not just alphabetically it s not the bible of linux it s a practical and concise guide to the options and commands you need
most it starts with general concepts like files and directories the shell and x windows and then presents detailed overviews of the most
essential commands with clear examples you ll learn each command s purpose usage options location on disk and even the rpm package
that installed it the linux pocket guide is tailored to fedora linux the latest spin off of red hat linux but most of the information applies to
any linux system throw in a host of valuable power user tips and a friendly and accessible style and you ll quickly find this practical to
the point book a small but mighty resource for linux users
Command in NATO after the Cold War: Alliance, National, and Multinational Considerations 1997 included in this omnibus package are
books 1 3 with 2 extra bonus short novellas a highly imaginative post apocalyptic series that is not your usual dystopian read all
packaged together to keep the action and adventure nonstop together these 3 books and 2 short stories have 373 amazon reviews a
highly anticipated and loved series which packs a punch and is made to devour literally reign of blood book 1 never tease anything that
wants to eat you my name is april tate and my blood is the new gold vampires and hybrids have overrun my world once vibrant with life
but now a graveyard of death shrouded in shadows i fight to survive i fight for my mother and brother the journey is full of turns that i
am quite unprepared for and i m just hoping to make it to the next vegas sunrise in a post apocalyptic world a viral epidemic has wiped
out most of the earth s population leaving behind few humans but untold numbers of mutated vampires april is a seventeen year old girl
who lives in the remains of las vegas one year after the outbreak she has become a ferocious vampire killer and after her family is
abducted she goes searching for them what she finds is a new breed of vampire unlike any she has seen before unsure of whom she can
trust she discovers that her view of the world is not as black and white as she once thought and she s willing to bend the rules to rescue
her family but in trying to save them she may only succeed in bringing her fragile world crashing down around her disarming book 2 the
world has changed one must adapt to survive or hold on to the crumbling shards of humanity april continues to hold her fragile world
together but the ties that hold her family together are quickly unraveling rumors of a massive human underground settlement draw her
to the shadows of the city once more in search of other survivors more like her even with the hybrid vampires opposing her every move
the darkness hides secrets along with the continued threat the feral vampires create but a greater evil hides within the city something
tells april that the humans will be less than welcoming of her and that s if she can find them before the vampires do joining sides with
the enemy might be the only choice she has left amplified book 3 who wants to be the prey in a world full of hunters in the aftermath of
the end of her world april tate decides that it s high time to leave the city that never sleeps las vegas after learning the origins of a
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zompire plague remedy she risks her life to steal the antidote makes the decision to separate from jeremy for a while and joins a small
band of new and old comrades on a trip to the pacific coast there they search out a legendary hive of vampires who are more than just
wild blood drinking creatures they could be the very people she needs to help her on a mission to save the last of humanity april will use
the antidote to save some from eternal damnation but will her decision bring hope for the future or create an ever bigger unforeseen
devastation resonant prequel surviving is worse than death as the first days of the end of humanity tumble across the city of las vegas in
the form of an overwhelming viral infection turning almost everyone into vampire like creatures april tate will find out what it really
means to survive what does it take to make it out alive in a place where everything is but a withered echo of its former self and death
does not come willingly elijah the miel chronicles a vampires of vegas companion story these are the journeys of miel the keeper of the
journal the workings of heaven are shrouded in mystery and myth leaving us to only theorize as to what awaits us when we pass there
are those among us however that are special cases these are good people that have committed a horrendous crime such as murder
Biographical Dictionary of Central and Eastern Europe in the Twentieth Century 2016-07-08 author jeffrey cox conducts a
thorough and compelling investigation of the java sea campaign the first major sea battle of the pacific war which inflicted huge costs on
the allies and set the stage for japan s rout across the pacific and indian oceans few events have ever shaken a country in the way that
the japanese attack on pearl harbor affected the united states the japanese forces then continued to overwhelm the allies attacking
malaya with its fortress of singapore and taking resource rich islands in the pacific in their own blitzkrieg offensive allied losses in these
early months after america s entry into the war were great and among the most devastating were those suffered during the java sea
campaign where a small group of americans british dutch and australians were isolated in the far east directly in the path of the
japanese onslaught it would be the first major sea battle of world war ii in the pacific
Sainik Samachar 1970 an account of the war department s principal staff agency that describes the way the members of the operations
division worked together defined their responsibilities and carried out their common aims
The Linux Command Line Beginner's Guide 2015-05-15 three quarters of a century after the second world war almost all the participants
are gone this book contains interviews with and about the canadian generals who led the troops during that war edited and introduced
by one of the foremost military historians of our time this carefully curated collection brings to life the generals and their wartime
experiences the content is revealing and conversations frank peers and subordinates alike scrutinize key commanders of the war
sometimes offering praise but often passing harsh judgment we learn of their failings and successes and of the heavy weight of command
borne by all
Justice in Love 1891
Infantry Drill Regulations 1892
Infantry Drill Regulations 1896
Sophocles 2016-06
Linux Pocket Guide 2014-07-07
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The Vampires of Vegas Books I-III With Extras 2014-03-20
Rising Sun, Falling Skies 1970
Command and Staff Action 1951
Washington Command Post: the Operations Division 1981
The Air Force Communications Command 2016-08-01
The Weight of Command 1979
Department of Defense Appropriations for 1980: Telecommunications, command and control programs. Research,
development, test and evaluation 1981
Failures of the North American Aerospace Defense Command's (NORAD) attack warning system
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